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The Elf Maiden
by David Sparenberg

She was an elf maiden. She came from another realm, a world of subtle, elemental creatures.
Their reality is naturally enchanted and preternaturally sensitive. They are kinder in their
kindness and even more compassionate in their cruelty than are we who are harsh and mortal.
The elf maiden did not speak any of the languages now familiar to humankind. Yet we
did communicate! It was magical. She spoke elfin, an ancient tongue with roots in the origins of
creation. In the beginning, all firstlings of every species spoke dialects that bore the impressions
of incipient divinity.
Others did not see her for who and what she is (if, that is, they were quick enough to see
her at an). But Iknew her at once, even at first glance. Why this is so, Icannot say. Perhaps the
elves danced for me when Iwas an infant? Perhaps they sang songs to me in elfin, while playing
their curious and delicate instruments? Possibly one of them kissed my little infant lips and the
perfume of her breath, like a commingling of scented herbs and wilderness flowers; the radiant
beauty of her smile, the silken softness of her skin; or the wisdom in her passionate eyes, has
never, never been completely erased or forgotten? I do not know the answer to this question
"why." Like every other why, this one too hides its roots in mystery that is quick with gestures
but scant of words. Only in symbolum does the elusive abide long enough for contemplation.
Let that be what it may, though. It is easier to go on from here than to go bald or gray
with guessing. Lingering from one side is as slow as glacier, acorn or even stone. Yet from
another, it comes and goes like river water or wind blown pollen. So be it.
One summer evening, in the twilight, watching sunset, I looked into the burning Cyclops'
eye of the solar orb. In that instant, blinded, a shadow moved from the epicenter of crimson
light. When I looked again, there to my surprise was the elf maiden. As if from between
curtains, or folded sable wings, she emerged and slowly lifted her head, bringing up those eyes
extraordinary to look into mine. Seriously, deeply, she held me in her affectionate gaze.
It is not an easy task for a man to describe the beauty of a woman and even more difficult
still if the woman is from a foreign realm. But such is the task before me. So I shall begin at the
beginning, which is with her eyes. In the eyes of the elf maiden shown the soul of the elf
maiden; that unique alchemy of womanhood and elemental spirit; and the myth of the elf
maiden and the pure, natural love that she was made of and moved forever within and toward.
Gray-blue eyes: eyes like the ceiling of heaven: gray for her sorrow and blue for her ecstasy,
euphoric, and her joy. Next, the shape! Her body possessed every feminine attraction, to utter
breathlessness. Yet her form, which whispered gentle passions in aspect as in movement, was
delicate, like the wings of a painted butterfly, colored by nature for the purpose of soul-quieting
enchantment and tender flight. Her mouth was lovely, inviting kisses, and each of her features:
mischievous, sensual, and yet serene and nobly sensitive. Her hair, was yellow, soft, and the
wind, which was only a small suggestion of wind--a wind of roses--tossed her strands and locks
playfully, as if to say, "So would she be, if she floated on air or swam beneath the crystal water."
The skin of the elf maiden was gold tinted and sprinkled, most delectably, with tiny
cinnamon dots, even as if her free S<>Ul was actually a small, spotted leopard that had entered a
living female body by jumping through a spellbound mlrrot, or through a hoop of mystical and
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metaphoric fire. Although concealed, this same wild animal revealed its totemic presence

through the inviting brush of dappled cinnamon that powdered her loveliness, toe to top. The elf
maiden's legs were long. Her shoulders were firm yet soft, her waist and neck slender but
preciously rounded and providing allurement for the yearning clasp of her smitten observer.
Such was the vision of beauty that I beheld.
But now bear with me and do not be too quick to judge that I am a Romantic dreamer or
wishful, awestruck fool. As I looked at her and she at me, she spoke profoundly in her unknown,
native tongue, drawing close as she did so and laying her smooth right hand over my eyes, while
pressing the index finger of her left hand to silence my lips. While the maiden spoke and
touched me thus, I saw in my smiling darkness four pictures, as if asleep and dreaming four vivid
dreams. First Isaw a picture of the element Earth, blue and green and amazingly ftuitful. From
the image of this beauty there arose a note of strength and dynamic grace, a wonderful, deep
tone, blending sound and colors into one. In the second instance, I saw a picture of the element
Air, crystalline or like a spectrum, scintillating, effulgent, and magnificent. From the image of
this airy beauty there arose a concordant note of purity; lightsome, swift, blending sound and
colors into wafting harmony. Then came the third vision, that of the element of Water, swirling
and mobile, reflecting on its changing yet constant surface both earth and sky in seasons, in
tempest mood, carnival and repose. The liquid crust but concealed a profound mystery of
primordial beauty. From the image of this beauty there arose a balanced note, suggesting
dancing transformations: blending sound and colors in a flowing unity. Finally, the forth vision,
that of the element of Fire was spoken and revealed to me. Crimson and scarlet exploded and
scattered into a million-million glowing, visible sparks; sparks that took on the shapes of living
beings and arose and curved and formed a chain of organic light, that hungered and yearned to
know and go everywhere and touch all that lent itself to apprehension. From the image of this
animating light there arose a beautiful, polyphonic cord of affirmation, leaving nothing excluded
from the symphony of life.
Then, as I saw each element in sound and color, the images combined and shifted into the
shape of a beautiful yellow-haired,gray-blue-eyed woman, smiling, tender: profoundly
seductive with both instinctual and spiritual artistry. As I beheld this transformation of and into
erotic delight, I heard the elf maiden whisper to me in pure and genteel elfin: "You must love all
of these, to be in love with me." Then Ithought that she would kiss me, so near was her speech
that I could feel the breath of her being caressing my lips. But when she withdrew her hand and
I opened my eyes, the elf maiden had disappeared--gone even as quickly as she bad stepped out
of her world and magically into mine. Instead of her enticing smile, which I had hoped for, I
looked again into the declining sun. True it was beautiful, yet a melancholy lingered before me,
like the coolness of a shadow on the vacant air. Ah, how does the old French poet strive to retain
it? What sad words he must employ! Melancholy attends enchantment, which, mothered out of
mystery, slips in an out of view.
Unseen, unknown,
Flash of a breast
Quick as an eye
Between veil and veil. 1
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Where the elf maiden rests, dreams, walks or wanders now, I cannot say. I search, while I wait
for her return, whether that return comes as kiss or poetry. As I do this, I study, diligently, the
open textbooks of nature, and learn to love better than any man has loved for so painfully long.
Yet what is this love I boast of? Unnamed, it stirs. It is deep. And image abides, restless but
whole, at memory's core. Words fail and words dissolve into senses at the threshold of vision.

Unseen, unheard,
Chance or character ...
I am perfume ... Moving
In the wind.
That wind, on occasion, but yet too rarely, moves me to believe it is in the breath-circuitry of
little living things, whispering elfin and ageless. Perhaps, next time I see her, she will bring this
entourage? Then, perhaps, I will learn the language of deer, who still bear the imprint of elf
associations, or angels who still remember?
1[Sparenberg's

note]: Lines from a poem by Paul Valery. The translation, or more exactly,
interpretation, is my own.
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